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A catastrophic earthquake with a moment magnitude of 7.9 struck China's 
SAR Data Analysis
48
We use ALOS/PALSAR data on the ascending orbital paths 471 to 476 (Table   49 S1) for data analysis. The data obtained is strip-map imagery with an incidence angle of Figure 2 shows the estimated range offset field over the entire analyzed area.
73
The offset analysis succeeded in mapping the ground displacement in the proximity of 74 the fault zone, which was difficult to achieve from the standard InSAR approach. The 
117
On the other hand, in the southwest on the BF (path 474) the fault motion is 
159
With the knowledge of the locations of main ruptures, we constructed a 160 preliminary fault model that consists of three rectangular faults with distributed slips, 161 using an elastic half-space dislocation model [Okada, 1992] (Table S2) there is a large difference between the two. The data of path 473 was acquired one week 59 after the earthquake occurrence, while that of path 472 was acquired one month after the 60 earthquake (Table S1 ). This discrepancy in the displacement may suggest that other construct a preliminary fault model that consists of three rectangular faults with 66 distributed slips, using an elastic half-space dislocation model [Okada, 1992] . We 67 separated the BF into two parts (F1 and F2) and additionally put a fault near the PF (F3).
68
We now use the range offsets only for modeling. The fault parameters are not derived shown in Figure S4 , respectively. Arrows stand for the inferred slip vectors. 
